New work shows the anillin-related protein Mid1 does not position the cytokinetic ring in the fission yeast Schizosaccharomyces japonicus, unlike its role in S. pombe. Further analysis suggests the conserved function of Mid1-like anillin proteins may be in scaffolding, not positioning, the cytokinetic ring.
Spatial control mechanisms operate in a wide range of biological settings, but it is unlikely that a single solution fits all systems. A classic spatial question at the level of single cells is where to divide. Proper and precise positioning of the division plane is essential for faithful segregation of the genome and other cellular components. Classic experiments in echinoderms defined an instructive role for the mitotic apparatus, in particular for setting the division site during anaphase [1, 2] . The need for a genetically tractable model system led to the emergence of the fission yeast Schizosaccharomyces pombe as a popular cell type for studies on the spatial control of cytokinesis [3] . These cells are cylindrical in shape and divide precisely in the middle to generate two daughter cells of equal shape. Over the years, genetic screens and cell biology experiments have identified many of the key players, including the aptly named Mid1 [4, 5] .
Mid1 is essential for positioning cytokinesis in the middle of S. pombe cells [4, 5] , and its sequence is reminiscent of that of anillin proteins, which function in animal cytokinesis. Many elegant studies have established a framework for the function of this seemingly conserved protein [6] . During interphase, Mid1 shuttles between the nucleus and a series of cortical nodes; this shuttling maintains a dynamic connection between the nucleus and the adjacent plasma membrane (Figure 1 ). When cells enter mitosis, Mid1 nodes recruit the cytokinetic actomyosin machinery to position the division plane. Nuclear shuttling of Mid1 is key to this instructive mechanism because yeast cells typically undergo a 'closed' mitosis where the nuclear envelope remains intact. This instructive role in positioning the division plane is not conserved in the Mid1-related anillin proteins, which instead scaffold different components of the cytokinetic machinery in animal cells [7, 8] . In fact, S. pombe cells have a second anillin-like protein, Mid2, which functions as a scaffold late in cell division and therefore acts more like anillin [9, 10] . This has led to a nagging question: how broadly does the Mid1 positioning mechanism apply? One possibility has been that the distinction between Mid1 and anillins stems from the varied shape and growth patterns of metazoan cells versus fission yeast cells.
In this vein, a new study from the Oliferenko group [11] , published in this issue of Current Biology, has examined the related fission yeast S. japonicus, which appears morphologically identical to S. pombe. This work reveals striking differences in the mechanisms controlling mitosis and cytokinesis. Previous work from this group demonstrated that S. japonicus breaks the long-standing yeast tradition of a closed mitosis; rather, the S. japonicus nuclear envelope ruptures during anaphase before reforming after mitosis [12] . This distinction between the two fission yeasts may represent the tip of the iceberg. The surprising finding that initiates the current work is that Mid1 is dispensable for positioning the cytokinetic ring in S. japonicus [11] . Moreover, S. japonicus Mid1 does not localize in the nucleus, and therefore cannot provide dynamic spatial cues as in S. pombe ( Figure 1 ). Given the highly related morphologies and genomes of these two species, it seemed a foregone conclusion that the Mid1 positioning mechanism identified in S. pombe would apply to S. japonicus as well. However, mid1D S. japonicus mutants (and the double mid1D mid2D mutants) divide precisely in the cell middle with only minor delays in cell separation. This unexpected dispensability of The authors use phylogenetic tree analysis to investigate the evolutionary ancestry of Mid1 and anillin function [11] . They suggest that S. japonicus is not an oddball organism that forgot to maintain a Mid1-dependent positioning mechanism during evolution. Rather, they show that most fungal anillin-like proteins cluster phylogenetically with S. pombe Mid2, which promotes cell separation as a scaffolding protein but does not influence division plane positioning. They propose the interesting idea that S. pombe Mid1 arose from gene duplication, followed by functional divergence to obtain a specialized function in spatial control of cytokinesis. Thus, the ancestral and conserved function of fungal anillin-related proteins is to scaffold cytokinetic ring complexes, in striking similarity to animal anillins. This interesting and testable idea warrants future investigation by examining the function of these other fungal anillin-like proteins. Indeed, the authors have clearly demonstrated that solid cell biology often reveals mechanisms unexpected from the surface. Conservation of anillin's scaffolding function throughout fungal and animal species suggests the possibility that S. pombe Mid1 is something of an evolutionary outlier, interesting nonetheless.
At the cell biological level, the authors go on to lay the groundwork for understanding how S. japonicus cells divide in the middle without instruction from Mid1. They find that the type II myosin Myo2 resides at cortical nodes overlaying the nucleus during interphase [11] . These interphase nodes are dependent on Mid1, but a Mid1-independent mechanism ensures their assembly and position at the same site upon mitotic entry. After completion of mitosis, these nodes condense to form a cytokinetic ring, which immediately constricts. The timing and positioning of these events in S. japonicus is quite distinct from those in S. pombe (Table 1) . In a quest to understand this Mid1-independent cytokinesis, the authors show that S. japonicus Cdc15 anchors the cytokinetic ring in the cell middle according to inhibitory spatial signals from the polarity kinase Pom1 at cell tips. Cdc15 is a conserved FCH family protein that stabilizes and scaffolds the cytokinetic ring in S. pombe cells as well [13] [14] [15] . The authors propose that S. japonicus Cdc15, unlike its S. pombe counterpart, can mark the cell middle during mitosis in the absence of Mid1. The intriguing connection between Pom1 at cell tips and Cdc15 in the cell middle in S. japonicus sets the stage for a more thorough understanding of this mechanism. For example, how do Pom1 and other tip factors inhibit cytokinetic machinery, and what is the precise mechanism that positions cytokinetic precursors? The work predicts that Pom1 phosphorylates Cdc15 and potentially other cytokinesis factors, consistent with recently identified Pom1 substrates in S. pombe [16] . Moreover, previous work has shown that S. pombe Cdc15 is part of a pathway that prevents cytokinesis at cell tips through polarity factors such as Pom1 [17] . The mechanistic link between Pom1 and Cdc15 in S. japonicus awaits further characterization and is likely to have broad implications for the spatial control of cytokinesis.
Both fission yeast species organize their cytokinetic precursors in cortical node structures in the cell middle, but questions about these structures remain. How do myosin nodes find the middle of S. japonicus cells? S. pombe nodes use Mid1 to track the nucleus, and nuclear position depends on cell shape. S. pombe nodes are also positioned by inhibitory cues generated by Pom1 at the cell tips [18] . However, S. japonicus nodes appear to be positioned solely by Pom1-dependent inhibitory cues linked to polarized growth at cell tips and may not depend on cell shape. Gu et al. [11] point out that S. japonicus cells, unlike S. pombe cells, readily transition to hyphal growth, which causes dramatic changes in cell shape and morphology. Thus, monitoring cell shape through nuclear tracking may be a risky strategy when shape can change. The functional role of S. japonicus Myo2 at interphase cortical nodes also remains unclear, as S. pombe Myo2 is cytoplasmic during interphase. The node localization of S. japonicus Myo2 is reminiscent of type II myosin localization to the budding yeast bud neck, which is established in interphase but becomes the division site. In budding yeast, these myosin motors are proposed to spool polarized actin cables through the narrow bud neck to promote polarized growth [19] . Thus, it will be interesting to determine how these nodes contribute to polarized actin organization and other aspects of S. japonicus biology.
This simple comparison of two seemingly identical cell types has uncovered surprising differences in division strategies. It remains important to define the molecular interactions that operate in our favorite model organisms, but this work reminds us that conceptual understanding can also come from comparative studies cast in the light of evolution. The different mechanisms used by S. japonicus suggest that this little-studied organism might become a major player in cytokinesis research. S. japonicus offers the genetic tools of other yeast systems but undergoes biological processes previously ascribed primarily to animal systems, including a form of nuclear envelope breakdown and anillin-independent spatial control of cytokinesis. Continued work on such remarkable systems has the potential to identify new and unexpected answers to complex biological questions.
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Nuclear shuttling provides spatial cues Cortical anchor, no spatial cues Current Biology Figure 1 . Divergent mechanisms and functions for fission yeast Mid1 proteins.
A new study [11] suggests that Mid1 proteins (shown in red) have a conserved function in scaffolding but not positioning the cytokinetic ring. 
Dispatches
Octopus arms have essentially infinite degrees of freedom. New research shows that, despite this potentially great complexity, to locomote octopuses simply elongate one or more arms, thus pushing the body in the opposite direction, and do so without activating the arms in an ordered pattern.
Octopus arms are muscular hydrostats, and as such can bend, shorten and elongate in a graded fashion at any point along their lengths [1] . They therefore have essentially infinite degrees of freedom, which might lead one to think neural control of arm movement would be extraordinarily complex. However, having a great number of potential degrees of freedom does not necessarily mean that they must all be used. Work by Levy et al. [2] reported in this issue of Current Biology shows that octopuses use a very simple locomotory control strategy, one much simpler than almost all those described to date in other animals. To wit: to move in a given direction, octopuses shorten a proximal portion of one or more arms opposite to the desired direction of movement, anchor the arm(s) to the substrate with suckers at the distal end of the shortened portion ( Figure 1A) , and elongate the shortened portion. This elongation pushes the rest of the animal in the opposite direction to the anchored arms while leaving the distal portion(s) of the pushing arm(s) in a fixed position relative to the substrate ( Figure 1B) . Levy et al. [2] demonstrate in detail that octopuses use this locomotory strategy, but even a simplified analysis of their data well supports the hypothesis ( Figure 1C ). The red data in the figure show how often freely-behaving octopuses chose to move in various directions. The blue data show predicted movements from a subset of the data in which two arms were simultaneously activated. In both data sets, forward movements are moderately chosen, ±45 movements are most frequent, and movements at greater angles become progressively less likely (the lack of complete overlap arises because the two data sets are independent and because the blue data lack instances in which single, or more than two, arms are active). These movement choices fit well with octopus sensory physiology, as each octopus eye views primarily the 180 view on its side of the body and the visual fields have very little overlap [3] . Octopuses nonetheless preferentially use their front arms for detailed interactions with their
